n n norming. we investigate the weak convergence of the intermediate-sum process r tk n 1 1 X l i • a~t~b. where 0 < a < b < 00. and the weak convergence i=rak 1+1 n+ -.n n rtk 1 of the extreme-sum process 1 n X
• o~t~b. Convergence is with . 1 n+1-i.n 1= respect to the supremum norm and can take place along a subsequence of the positive intergers {n}.
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Introduction and Statement of Results
Let X. Xl' X 2 •. ·. be a sequence of independent non-degenerate random variables with a common distribution function F(x) = PiX~x}. x E m. and for each integer n L 1 let X 1 . n~. ..~X n . n denote the order statistics based on the sample Xl •... ,X n ' Let {k n } be a sequence of positive numbers such that k~(Xl. and k In~0 n n as n~(Xl.
( 1.1 ) and consider the sum process ftk 1 n I (a.t) = I (a.t;k ) = ! Xl" a~t~b. n n n n+ -l,n i=fak 1+1 n (1.2) of intermediate order staistics. where 0 < a < b. and the sum process Consider the centering functions I r tk l/ñ (a,t) =~(a,t;k ) = -n n H(s)ds, n n n rak l/n n O~a<t.
( 1.4) (1.5) IX) We say that a sequence {fn(t) : a~t~b}n=l of stochastic processes has a Then on a suitabLe probabiLity space, for any choice of a
there exist a sequence {In{a,t) : a~t~b}n=l of distributionaLLy -+p 0
We note that it is easy to see using integration by parts that if (1.9) holds and there exists a constant~> -1/2 such that I~,(a . exp{-{-y) ).
For any 7 € m. set
Y € m; Choosing the reference point of Theorem 2 as a = 1. introduce now o (1.12) which is well-defined for
for any x > 0 (1. (1. 14)
(1. 15)
This behavior will be a consequence of the weak convergence of a time-changed variant of e (0) to the stochastic process
It is readily verified that V (0) is a sample-continuous mean zero stationarỹ
Gaussian process with covariance function given, for x~0 and h~0, by we see that the sequences {w n (e)}n=1 and {v n (e)}n=1 have distributionally ,.,., co ,.., m equivalent versions {w (e)} 1 and {v (e)} 1 on a rich enough probability n n= n n= space that carries a standard Wiener process W such that as n~m.
In order to obtain the distributionally equivalent copies I of Theorem n 1. we first note that from (1.4 Define B > 0 arbitrarily for an n which is not a member of {n'l in (1.6).
n Then. using the notations in (1.2) and (1.5). starting out from the equality 
n Substituting now u = sk /n and transferring to the probability space of the Fn']
fi{,] (r tk ,1 fi{,] and this bound goes to zero again by ( 1.6 ) and the continuity of~as n'~00.
Finally, (2.5) and hence the theorem will follow from these relations if we show that as n'~00.
To verify this. notice that with probability 1 for any given~> 0 there exists a (random) partition a = to < t 1 < . where e > 0 is arbitrary.
We have
Ik, B, 0
where the last inequality holds for all n' large enough. Hence, using condition (1.10). by the Markov inequality we obtain (2.7).
Also, and hence condition (1.10) and the Markov inequality again imply (2.8).
Finally, using the fact that for any a > 0, U [ak n ) -+. a as n -+ co, k n n P n which follows for example from (2.1), we obtain that for each a > 0,
as n'~00. where. using (1.11). 
